
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

She presents in English.

PUBLICATIONS:

IN DETAIL:

Stephanie was selected for the BBC Expert Women programme, contributes
frequently to BBC World Television and the BBC World Service, and has
published in the Financial Times, The Washington Post, the Guardian/Observer, the
Harvard Business Review, and WIRED. Previously she worked at Accenture,
Palan r, and Oxford Analy ca, and held the Alistair Horne Visi ng Fellowship at
St Antony's College, Oxford. She earned a PhD and MSc from the London School
of Economics and Poli cal Science (LSE) and a BA from the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, including a year at the University de la Sorbonne (Paris
IV).

WHAT SHE OFFERS YOU:

Combining her comprehensive grasp of both policy and engineering aspects of
technology, Stephanie skilfully incorporates diverse viewpoints in her
presenta ons. She delves into the complex and mul -faceted inquiries
surrounding the future, offering insigh ul analysis from various angles.

HOW SHE PRESENTS:

Stephanie's dynamic on-stage presence cap vates and entertains audiences
across the globe. Her warmth and humour foster an environment that brings out
the best in audiences, making for an enriching and enjoyable experience for
organisa ons.

Stephanie Hare is a poli cal risk analyst, historian and researcher in technology. Stephanie's most recent work includes research
on how biometrics, surveillance, and big data affect our civil liber es and rights in the digital age.

Stephanie Hare
Technologist, Researcher & Broadcaster

"Stephanie is a leading specialist on the business, poli cal, and social
implica ons of facial recogni on technology"

The Future of Tech: Separating the
Hype from the Valuable
Ethics of Artificial Intelligence
Metaverse
Cyber Security in the Age of AI
Biometrics

2022 Technology is not Neutral: a
Short Guide to Technology
Ethics
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